
Automatic machine to nail 
decks or upper side 

of the pallet

 Fixed structure made of structural iron with feeder guide of longitudinal boards with 
adjustment system.  
Transverse boards charger with board width adjustment. Nailing bridge with coil nail guns 
and guided group displacement. 
 Maximum and minimum lengths of the boards in millimeters:
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 Longitudinal and transverse length of the board 800 min. – 1.300 max.
 Longitudinal and transverse width of the board 60 min. – 140 max.
 Longitudinal and transverse thickness of the board 14 min. – 25 max.

   



 After nailing the deck or the upper side of the pallet, when the carriage is at the 
end, A complete line of this machinery is composed by the machine itself, a chains group 
and a stacker. 
 This machine can be used by one or two workers depending on the production 
required and the speed needed by the customer. The machine is very versatile because 
it has a fast changeover. 
 Two typology of this machine: alternate carriage and continuous cycle. Alternate 
carriage has a charger and only nails one board measure on the upper side. Continuous 
cycle has two chargers and can nail two different board measures on the upper side of 
the pallet or two boards together. 

 220 or 380 V power and an air intake are needed to install the machine. 5 kW are 
consumed by the alternate carriage and 9 kW by the continuous cycle machine.  
 The machine is according with the safety regulations in the CE Acts.
 The output per hour of this machine will change depending on the deck or upper 
side of the pallet to nail. Contact us for further information. 


